


Throughout her career, Julie Buffalohead has used animals to convey social and political 
commentaries about gender, identity, and stereotypes. Born to a Native father who was 

a historian and a white mother who is an anthropologist, Buffalohead grew up away from her 
Ponca tribe’s homeland but still very much connected to its culture. She spent her childhood 
hearing stories in which animals, whom her people consider their ancestors, play prominent 
roles as storytellers and teachers. 

In this new body of work, created for the Eyes On series, Buffalohead continues to paint animals 
who dress, gesture, and otherwise behave in human ways, which aligns with Ponca beliefs attributing 
human characteristics or behavior to gods, animals, or objects. The work may appear lighthearted, 
but for the artist, the imagery is a way for her to revisit and explore Ponca clans, subclans, and 
extinct clans, each of which is associated with a particular animal. In A Little Medicine and Magic, 
the trickster, Coyote, seems to demand that the skunks, who have used her lipstick to adorn 
themselves, drop her purse. This painting features the Maka or Medicine clan, whose animal 
representative is the skunk. Each clan has its own unique privileges, taboos, and tribal duties. In 
Black Snake Memory, the scene recalls the summers Buffalohead spent in Oklahoma with relatives 
celebrating her birthday. It also refers to the Snake clan (Wazaze) members who are forbidden 
from touching snakes—which could explain the rabbit’s reaction to almost being bitten by one. 
This also is a political commentary about pollution created by oil refineries in the area, seen in the 
background of the painting. When her father was a child, a nearby stream was polluted and people 
were forced to move away.  

Very similar to the layering used in her painting technique, Buffalohead’s paintings have multiple 
meanings. She is the first to caution that the artworks in this series are not literal interpretations 
of Ponca clans and the Ponca belief system; they are, instead, her individual understanding and 
interpretation and a means for her to consider childhood, motherhood, Native American politics, 
traditional stories, and even everyday life. In the large diptych Straight Legs, in which she features 
her own clan, the Nikapashna or Elk or Deer clan, the winter scene was influenced by the time 
of year during which she was painting. The animals include a deer (representing her subclan) and 
a hawk (representing her great-great-grandmother’s clan). Transformed from a human, Coyote lies 
on her bed contemplating life . . . or is she contemplating eating the deer, as Coyote may be inclined 
to do? However, Deer clan members are forbidden to eat or touch any deer parts. Are we viewing 
a Ponca clan taboo, a childhood memory, or a political commentary? Buffalohead leaves us to draw 
our own conclusions. 
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Julie Buffalohead (born 1972) is an enrolled citizen of the Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma. Raised by a Ponca 
historian father and a white anthropologist mother away from her traditional homeland, the artist 
views her culture through a complex lens. Her new work continues her career-long interest in depicting 
animals and marks a return to painting on canvas, a process she describes as challenging because she 
had to regain her muscle memory to remaster oil painting technique. Buffalohead holds a BFA from 
the Minneapolis College of Art and Design (1995) and an MFA from Cornell University (2001) and 
has been awarded numerous grants, including the McKnight Foundation Fellowship for Visual Arts, 
a Jerome Foundation Travel and Study Grant, and an Artist Initiative Grant for Visual Arts from the 
Minnesota State Arts Board. She has participated in many group and solo exhibitions nationally and 
regionally and is represented by Bockley Gallery, Minneapolis.
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Works on View 
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291/4 x 82 in.
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